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Filip Gran

Hi, my name is Filip. I am an Oslo based designer who loves working 
with everything the design industry has to offer. My main expertise 
lies in digital design and user experiences, but I also love working with 
more tactile stuff like editorial design, packaging and of course, every-
ones favorite, branding. I also really enjoy doing motion graphics, music 
and video editing, and I am currently working on learning Blender 
and Unreal Engine in my free time. I aspire to one day be in a position 
where I both work with digital design and branding regularly, and can 
utilize all of my interests and skills. 

One of the main things I love about being a designer, is the opportunity 
to create a difference. I design with this principle in mind, and I  
always seek to find the perfect balance between visuals and function. 
I strongly believe in the importance of designing with a purpose.  

mailto:contact%40filipgran.no%20?subject=
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Ferd

Creating a new website for one of Norways 
largest investment companies. 

Webdesign



Project 
info

Ferd

Agency:
Design Container

Designers:
Filip Gran, Jessamine Jones, Elise Bjerknes, 
Michael Linnemann

Project lead:
Kaia Gulsvik, Linn-Cecilie Linnemann

Developers:
Dariusz Ksiazek, Imrul Hasan,  
Rosti Melkumyan, Tor Bratsberg

Ferd is a family-owned Norwegian investment-company 
committed to value-creating ownership of businesses and 
investments in financial assets.

Design Container was tasked with making a new website for 
Ferd. As the main designer on this project, I worked on this 
over several months. Wireframing, user testing and research 
was an important part of our work, information arcitecture 
too was a time-consuming part of the project that in the end 
turned out to very much be worth the effort. 

The new website has been a huge success for Ferd, and 
they are very happy with the outcome. Users of the website 
reports that it now is much easier to get an understanding 
of what Ferd is and what Ferd does. The website has a more 
intuitive design and structure, which was accomplished with 
the big focus we had on accessibility and usability during 
the design process and research phase. 













Rejlers

Rejlers was planning to rebrand, but  
didn’t hire Design Container for the project.  
A coworker and I decided to try getting the 
project anyway, and during an ultra-fast design 
process of two days we put this together. 

Branding concept



Project 
info

Rejlers

Agency:
Design Container

Designers:
Filip Gran, Christian Rene

Project lead:
Linn-Cecilie Linnemann

This is a brand identity concept Design Container made for 
Rejlers during a design sprint of just two days. This was 
purely a concept, and the case images here are therefore not 
entirely flawless. 

Rejlers were going to rebrand, and were planning to use a 
Swedish agency on the project. But Christian and I already 
had an idea in our mind, so we spent two days making a 
concept for a new brand identity for Rejlers. One of the 
key points we worked on during this project was creating a 
visual identity that is flexible, ever evolving and accepting of 
change. A dynamic profile, in a sense. 

We did not end up getting the project, as they had already 
decided upon hiring the agency that was closer to their 
Stockholm office. Either way, I think the end result is worth 
sharing, and I would have loved to see this visual identity 
brought to life. 



















https://vimeo.com/561457245
http://
https://vimeo.com/561457245


Scatec

How do you recast a leading global solar  
energy provider as a renewable energy  
company with the same brand name? 

That was the task me and my team at Design 
Container were challenged with.

Web design



Project 
info

Scatec

Awards:
Silver, “Beste nettsted - Børsnoterte selskaper”,
Farmandsprisen 2019

Agency:
Design Container

Design:
Filip Gran, Elise Bjerknes, Christian Rene

Project lead:
Bjørn Korterud, Malin Elida Skeide

Developement:
Dariusz Ksiazek, Imrul Hasan, Tor Bratsberg

Scatec is a leading renewable power producer, delivering  
affordable and clean energy worldwide. Recently they  
expanded from purely working with solar power, to working  
with other energy sources such as wind and hydro, as 
well as offering power storage and being an integrator of 
high-value infrastructure solutions. 

Since Scatec now harness energy from many more natural 
elements than before, we were tasked with rebranding the 
company. The team at Design Container tackled this chall- 
enge and created a new visual identity that feels bold,  
positive and warm among the sea of cold and monotonous 
corporate companies.

I worked together with Elise Bjerknes on redesigning their 
website to fit the new visual identity. Using the flexible and 
robust system I had designed for their previous website, we 
were able to quickly transform the website from the old to 
the new, vibrant visual identity, along with neccesary  
adjustments to implement the new power sources as a  
vital part of the new design. 

The previous website I designed for Scatec won Silver in 
Farmandsprisen, and hopefully the new redesign will be 
winning Gold this year! 











Katapult

Katapult wanted to re-launch their online 
channels and gather all of their expertise 
under a single, digital roof. 

Web design

A thriving world for allA thriving world for all



Project 
info

Katapult

Agency:
Design Container

Design:
Filip Gran, Elise Bjerknes, Michael Linnemann

Project lead:
Linn-Cecilie Linnemann, Kaia Gulsvik

Developement:
Alicia Harris, Rostislav Melkumyan

Katapult is an early stage impact investment and accelerator 
company, focused on highly scalable impact tech startups. 
They currently have 150M NOK under management, divided  
between 7 funds and 90 companies across 32 countries.

Previously Katapult was split into various smaller sub- 
companies like Katapult X and Katapult Ocean, over several 
different websites. 

It was important to find a way to group all of this into a single 
website, while making sure that all of the information is still 
easily found and understandable, with a new voice, look  
and feel. The new website is easier to navigate, considerably 
better looking, with a more intuitive layout and structure and 
several handy additions and small adjustments that makes a 
big impact on the overall user experience. 











Misc

Here is a collection of all kinds of work that  
I have not had time to include fully as a case, 
or are unable to include due to them being 
ongoing projects. 

Branding, web design, concepts



Ongoing web project



Branding concept for a burger bar



Website for Addovation



Concept for Kulturrådets annual report



Thank you!
Hope my little portfolio showcase here was found in-
teresting. Please do contact me if you want to discuss 
working together, I would love to contribute to mak-
ing SDG grow. Thanks!

Email
contact@filipgran.no

Phone
+47 971 95 410

Website
www.filipgran.no

Thank you!

Email
contact@filipgran.no

Phone
+47 971 95 410

Website
www.filipgran.no

I hope you found my portfolio showcase interesting.  
Feel free to contact me if you want to get to know me better. 

Have a great day!

mailto:contact%40filipgran.no?subject=
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